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when shy, artistic anna moves to the
seaside to live with her aunt and uncle, she
stumbles upon an old mansion surrounded
by marshes, and the mysterious young girl,

marnie, who lives there. the two girls
instantly form a unique connection and
friendship that blurs the lines between

fantasy and reality. as the days go by, a
nearly magnetic pull draws anna back to

the marsh house again and again, and she
begins to piece together the truth

surrounding her strange new friend. based
on the beloved young adult novel by joan
g. robinson and directed by yonebayashi
(the secret world of arrietty), the film is a
haunting tale gorgeously rendered with its

moonlit seascapes, glowing orchestral
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score, and powerful portrayals of friendship
and belonging. awash with emotion, i strain

to write this review. 'when marnie was
there,' is honestly one of the most tender,

endearing films i've ever seen. as
hyperbolic as that may sound, let me

assure you, no hyperbole is intended. the
way this movie deals with grief, sorrow,

depression, and anxiety is something of a
miracle. the only other film that comes

close to replicating the kind of inner
turmoil that exists in a teenager's brain is

pixar's 'inside out.' and even then, 'marnie'
is much more realistic and possibly even

more thoughtful. much like the two young
girls in 'my neighbor totoro,' anna is

confronted with a new place seemingly
imbued with magical properties. there's a
large mansion near the lake and anna is

drawn to it for some unknown reason. she
can't stop sketching it. it appears empty,

until one night when lights are on and anna
catches a glimpse of a striking blonde-
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haired girl named marnie (voiced by
kiernan shipka). the two of them form a

loving friendship that feels utterly genuine.
except there's something mysterious about

marnie and the house she's living in.
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the first two hours of the movie is very
slow, but the growth of marnie is
absolutely magnificent, and her

relationship with anna is made real. anna is
a little girl who is lonely and very lonely.
we learn that she's been sent to live with
her uncle and aunt after the death of her

mother. she's told that she's dead, and that
her real mother is an artist. anna's aunt is
jealous of her, and anna is afraid to even

tell anyone that she lives with her, because
she's afraid her aunt will be jealous of her
and hurt her. anna is a lonely child who
wants to be a part of something, but she

doesn't know what to do, and she's a little
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confused, and the story explores the
struggle of finding a way to be a part of the
world. she tries to be a part of her school's
art club, but she's rejected, and then she

tries to play with the children in the
neighbourhood, but again, she's rejected.

finally, she meets the beautiful marnie, and
they form a friendship. it's a touching, and

completely natural, friendship, and the
early scenes with marnie are very sweet.

but of course, as the story progresses, and
anna becomes more confused and

depressed, she becomes more and more
obsessed with this young girl who lives in
this house on the edge of the marsh. the
film moves along very nicely at first, and
marnie is a perfect foil for anna, who is

lonely, and afraid to be hurt. as the story
progresses, marnie begins to become more

and more real to anna, and the two girls
become very close. and of course, as anna
gets closer to marnie, she starts to realise
that marnie isn't real, but a figment of her
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